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Abstract
This paper presents a subgraph isomorphism technique for corre-
spondence matching in a Wigner Distribution timbre morphing pro-
cedure. The aim is to overcome the shortcomings found with previous
STFT based methods. The results presented ernonstrate that this
iechnique produces a perceptually convincing sound.
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1 Introduction
Timbre morphing is a technique for music sound synthesis that combines
existing sounds (timbres) to form. a new sound with intermediate timbre
and duration f i]. Manipulation of the audio signals is normally done in the
time-frequency plane using a suitable representation. Early work in this area
was based on using the well-known Short-Time Fourier transform (STFT) or
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Spectrogram [2] but this approach presented problems of both temporal and
spectral smearing. More recentiy, current research has shifted towards using
more optimal time-frequency representations uch as the Wigner Distribu-
tion 13]. In particular, the Wigner distribution offers benefits of less spectrai
smearing and temporal smearing i4] To blend the sounds, the Wigner-
distribution based timbre morphing process requires techniques of linear in-
terpolation and non-linear warping. However, the most significant problem is
the identification of correspondences between features, such as peak of attack
and vibrato cycles, in both sounds to ensure a perceptuaily smooth transition
between them once warping is applied. Here, it is proposed to use subgraph
isomorphism 15] 16] as a method to find these correspondences rather than
a direct brute force matching process. Previous work contained an outline
of the relevance of this technique l7l while this paper provides a detailed
exposition of the implementation combined with resuits to demonstrate the
accuracy and efficiency of the technique. Resuits are also presented of signals
generated from Wigner Distributions using additive synthesis to demonstrate
the overall effectiveness of the method.
2 Subgraph Isomorphisne
The process of morphing requires the identification of certain important fea-
tures in the time-frequency representations of the audio signals, establishing
a correspondence between these features and then biending them together us-
ing interpolation and warping techniques. For both techniques, it is required
that corresponding features (..g., peak of attack, loudest point, vibrato c5r-
cles, etc.,) in each sound are aligned sr: that onl,u* one new feature results
when the sounds are morphed. This is the correspondence problem and it is
very difficult in that f.or n control points there are nl possible configurations
or correspondences. This represents an NP hard problem and a brute force
approach requires significant computational effort O(//!) for a graph with.N
nodes [8]. To overcome this, subgraph isomorphism [5] can be employed to
identify the corresponding features in each sound. Subgraph isomorphism is
determined by means of a simple enumeration procedure with backtracking.
designed to find ail isomorphisms between a given graph Go and subgraphs
of a further graph G B.
The enumeration algorithrn works by generating all possible permutation
matrices, each of which is used to permute the adjacency matrix of G6. The
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talogorithm operates on graphs based on a connectivity-
ihis a matrix Ms rs generated in accordance with:
analysis alone. For
1 if the degree of the jth pornt of G B ) the degree of the ith point
o f  Go,
0 otherwise
(1 )
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contains
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Each matrix M' ts generated by systematicali;,- changing to 0 all
of the 1's in each of the rows of M0, such that no column of. M'
more than one 1. A further matrix, C, is defined as follows:
C - lroi: M' (M' B)'
where T denotes transposition. If it is true that:
(viVi)(ooi - 1) + (cti _ 1 ) l t =  i K p o'  
[ 1  S j  < P B
(3)
where p* and pB are the number of points in G* and Gp respectiveiy, then
M' specifies and isomorphism between Go and a subgraph of GB.
in applying subgraph isomorphism to features in sounds, critical points
are first identified in their Wigner Distribution which then become nodes in
the input graphs to the isomorphism procedure. For example, Figure 1 shows
graphs for the 'Peaks of attack' feature, where each node represents a peak
of attack identified in the sound and the arrows determine the ordering of
nodes for finding the correspondences. A total of 15 permutation matrices
were found for these directed graphs. Some of these are given below. The
isomorphisms give by the first two matrices are given by & -- {*tt, TT'122,
TTL13, *nn]} and Pz : {mrt, TTL22, TTL31, mqs}.
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Figure 1: Example graphs for subgraph isomorphism. Graphs Go and Gp
representing different combinations of'harmonic features in ascending order
of harmonic number"
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Following this, interpolation and warping are then perfbrmed. The cor-
responding peaks of attack identified through subgraph isomorphism in each
sound form the control points for morphing. The control points for the new
rnorphed sound (output image) are calculated as the midpoints between those
in both input sounds so that both sets of fiducial points warp to the same
location. Each input SPWD surface is warped separately using the same
control points fiie for the resultant output image. The order of warping is
second order which requires more than 9 control points for the overdeter-
rnined case. To warp each SPWD correctlv, however, it was necessary to pin
each surface with fiducial points along the edges and aiso along local areas
on each harmonic.
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Without thls pinning, the points other than control points can be r'varped
unpredictably to skewed or wildiy varying positions in the SPWD surface'
Foi example, in order to obtain stabie results, extra pinning points must
be included applying the procedure to a total of. 74 control points in all by
pinning each harmonic at the edges and ciose to the first feature point on
each harmonic to be warPed"
Trial and error is used to find the best approximation of warping to the
specified controi Points"
Diffi.culties were also encountered when attempting to warp two points
on neighbouring harmonics in opposite directions. This attempt to skew the
surface gave u.ry unsatisfactory and erronous results. A decision to leave
one point unaltered and to map the other point to its position is necessary in
these cases. For testing, initially, all harmonics from the reed-like sound are
mapped onto the harmonics of the horn-like sound. The horn-like harmonic
has one more harmonic Present.
It may be added at this point that mappings are restricted to sequences
of harmonics that have ascend.ing harmonic number. This choice is arbi-
trary. Mapping ascend.ing sequences to descending sequences may indeed
give interesting and useful results when morphing.
3 Generation of synthesised signals
As the Wigner Distribution gives the decay envelope over time for each fre-
quency, it is possible to reproduce the new sound by additive synthesis' This
i; achieved. by generating a sinusoid for each discrete frequency, r'veighted
it by the respu.iiuu time decay enveiopes (Wigner Distribution amplitudes)
and then summing over all frequencies. To prevent the integrity of the signai
being compromised by interference or cross terms and the frequency spread-
ing property of the distribution, it is necessary to use a decision-based signal
processing procedure to ensure that the frequencies of the synthesised sinu-
soids exhibit a harmonic relationship [7]. In appiying timbre morphing to
short duration synthesised sounds, two sounds with different harmonic spec-
tra were choseo, one with mostry even harmonics and another with mostly
odd harmonics. For computational efficiency and improved accuracy' the
signals were Hilbert-transformed and then represented in the discrete time-
frequency plane using the Smoothed Pseud,o Wigner Distribution (SPWD)'
A graded morph between the two sounds was implemented using steps of 0.1.
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Figure 2: Wigner Distribution of morphed sound and synthesised resuit
A step of 0.1 invoived a 0.1 contribution of first sound and 0.9 contribution
of second sound to the morph. Figure 2 shows a resulting SPWD of the mor-
phed sounds and Figure 3 shows the peak of attack features before and after
warping. The new signal was then synthesised from its SPWD at each stage
of the morph. Preliminary listening tests have found that signals morphed
wiih a step of 0.5 produces a sound that is most easily distinguishable from
both the original sounds
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